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ON THE COMPLETENESS OF POTENTIALS IN MICROPOLAR ELASTICITY

W. N O W A C K I (WARSZAWA)

1. Introduction

Let us consider an elastic, homogeneous, isotropic and centrosymmetric body extending
over the volume B and bounded by the surface A. Under influence of external forces this
body will deform. Inside a body a field of displacements u(x, t) and rotations u>(x, t) will
appear and will change with the situation of the point x and time /.

The field of displacement u and rotations co should fulfill the following equations of mo-
tion [1]:

(1.1) DłU+U+At—<x)graddivu+2arotio+X = 0 ,

(1.2) D4W+(^+y-c)graddivw+2arotu+Y = 0 ,

where

•2 = 2 2 2

~ dx, dxt ' ' ~ 8} '

In above equations X denotes the vector of body forces, Y—vector of body couples,
Q is a density and /—rotational inertia, (i, X, a, p, y, e are material constants.

Equations (1.1)-(1.2) are the equations of elastokinetics of micropolar medium, leading
out under assumptions of the adiabatic process.

The system of equations (1.1)-(1.2) can be separated in two different ways. First way,
analogous to Lame's procedure applied in classic elastokinetics, consists of the decomposition
of the vectors u and co on the potential and solenoidal parts, respectively [1]:

(1.3) u = grad0+rotT, d i v ^ = 0 ,

(1.4) co = gradT-f rotH, divH = 0.

Substituting Eqs. (1.3)—(1.4) to the equations of motion (1.1)-(1.2) and disregarding the body
forces and body couples (X = 0, Y = 0) we obtain the following system of equations:

(1.5)

(1.6)

(1.7) D2
xI'+2arotH = 0,

(1.8) D4H+2arotV = 0.
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From the last two equations, by means of elimination, we obtain

(1.9) £ ¥ = 0, i2H = 0.

Here the following notations have been introduced

Solution of the combined system of hyperbolic Eqs. (1.1)—(1.2) has been reduced to the solu-
tion of the wave Eqs. (1.5)—(1.6) and Eqs. (1.9). Equation (1.5) represents longitudinal wave,
equation (1.6)—rotational wave and equations (1.9)i-(1.9)2 represent transverse-torsional

ves.
In Sec. 2 we shall present the proof of the completeness of introduced here potentials

waves.

The second way of separation of the system of equations is analogous to that one which
was used by GALERKIN [2] in relation to equations of classical elastostatics and by IACOVA-

CHE [3] in reference to equations of classical elastokinetics. This type offunctions have also been
considered by N. SANDRU [4] in micropolar nonsymmetric elasticity. He applied an general
algoritm introduced first by GR. C. MOISIL [5]. Below we shall present a different, and from
our point of view the simplest way of obtaining of the stress functions, which permits to over-
come the time consuming solutions of six order determinants.

Eliminating from Eqs. (1.1)—(1.2) first, the functions and then the function u, we obtain
the following system of equations:

(1.10) Du+graddivru+D4X-2arotY = 0,

(1.11) i3a>+graddiv6>co+n2Y-2arotX = 0,

Q = D2D4+4a2V2
! r — (A+ /u-oOD4-4a2, & = G8+2y-E)n2-4a2 .

i

Let us consider first, the system of Eqs. (1.10) which can be rewritten in an operator form

(112) Lu(Uj)+n^i-2aeiJkYkj = 0, i,j, k=l,2, 3,

-12

-21 Li2

Let us introduce the vector function C, connected with components of the displacements u
by relations

£] L\2 -Łl3 L\y fj L13

(1.13) Wi = S2 ^22 -f-23 , U2 = L21 £2 L23 , M3 =

^3 i-32 £33 Z.31 I3 L33

After simple transformations we can confirm that the vector u is connected with vector 1
by the following relation:

(I- 1 4 ) u = niD4|—graddivPC.

Fully analogous procedure with Eq. (1.11) will give relation

0-15) to = CtalZUT)—graddivć>Y),
where yj is the second stress vector function.
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Putting Eqs. (1.14) into Eq. (1.10) and Eqs. (1.15) into Eq. (1.11) we obtain the following
system of equations to determine the functions Ę and t\:

(1.16)

(1.17)

We obtained two mutually independent systems of equations. However, these equations
are not convenient to the further analysis, because; in their right-hand sides appear differential
operations on the body forces and body couples. But, if instead of representations (1.14)
and (1.15), we consider relations

(1.18) u = DiD4<p—graddivPtp—2arotn3<|1'

(1.19) O J = DiDs^—graddiv0d>—2arotDi<p;

where cp andijj are the new stress functions, then the substitution of Eqs. (1.18)—(1.19) into
the system of Eqs. (1.10) and (1.11) leads to the following relations

0,

( ( n i p + ) 0.

From the above relations result equations

(1.20) Di^<P+X = 0, D 3 ^ + Y = 0,

which are used to determination of the stress functions tp and 41- Equations (1.20) become
equivalent to the equations obtained in a different way by N. SAN^. RU [4].

In Sec. 4, we shall present a theorem on the completeness of the stress functions <p and ip.

2. Completeness of the Potentials 0, X1, f, H

THEOREM. Let u(x, 0 and <*>(x, t) be particular solutions of Eqs. (1.1)—(1.2) in a region of
space Vfor t{ < t < t2. Then there exist such scalar functions 0, Z and vector functions W, H
that the displacements u(x, t) and rotations w(x, t) can be expressed by the relations

(2.1) u = g r a d ^ + r o t ^ , div¥ = 0,

(2.2) w = gradiM-rotH, divH = 0.

Functions 0, S, *F, H should satisfy the wave equations

(2.3) D i ^ = 0, D 3 ^ = 0, £VP = O, QU = O.

The proof of this theorem, presented below, is a generalisation of the analogous theorem
of classical elastokinetics given by DUHAMEL [6] and repeated by E. STERNBERG [7].

An issue point in a proof of a theorem on .the completeness of potentials 0, E, Y, H are
two Newtonian vector potentials

where i?(x, Ę) is a distance between the points \ and x. Since

V 2 W = u ,
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and

V2W = graddivW—rotrotW, V2S2 = grad divfi - r o t rot £2,

then functions u and to can be expressed in a form

(2.5) u = grad U+rotV, divV = 0,

(2.6) w = gradr+rotS, divS = 0,

where

£/=divW, V = - r o t W ,

and
r = d i v f l , S = —rotft.

Inserting Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) into a basic system of equations (1.1) and (1.2) (with X = Y = 0),
we obtain

(2.7) grad(nrt/)+rot(n2V+2arotS) = 0,

(2.8) grad(D3T)+rot(D4S+2arotV) = 0.

Let us perform on the above equations the1 operation of divergence. As a result we shall
obtain the equations

After an operation of rotation on Eqs. (2.7)-(2.8), we have

(2.10) V2(p2V+2arotS) = 0, V2(D4S+2arotV) = 0.

Let u« consider now Eq. (2.9) . It will be satisfied if

(2.11) OlU=a(xtt), V2a = 0.

Let us determine a new function A(x, /) as

; t

(2.12) 6A(x, t)= j dx J dka{x, X).

Thus, taking into consideration Eqs. (2.12) and (2.11),, we have

62-13) a(x, t) = g-vj-, V2A = 0.

From Eq. (2.9)2 one obtains

(2.14) \33T=c(x,t), V2c = 0.

Let us introduce a new function C(x, t), such that

c(x, t) = (/<92+4a)C(x, t),
(2.15)

C(xO = - ~ {'c{x t)smn t-r dr
JH J

a

Notice, that in view of Eq. (2.14)2, occurs V2C= 0.
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Let us introduce two new functions CĄ = UĄ-A and Ti — T+C. Substituting them into
Eqs. (2.11) and (2.14) and, taking into account the relations (2.13) and (2.15), we obtain

(2.16) Dit/i = o. n 3 r i = o.

Let us consider by turn Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8). It is easily seen that

(2.17) D2V+2arotS = b(x, t), V2b = 0, divb == 0,

(2.18) [IUS+2arotV = d(x, 0, V2d = 0, divd = 0.

Let us introduce the functions B and D denned in a following way:

(2.19)

whence

1 r= J dx j dtt>(x, X), D = j - I d(x, t)smx(t-r)dr,

«92B

From relations divb = 0, divd = 0 it results also that

(2.20) divB = 0, divD = 0

and from relations (2.17)2 and (2.18)2, we have

(2.21) V2B = 0, V2D = 0.

Let us introduce new functions Y, H, such that

(2.22) W = V+B, H = S + D .

By substitution above functions into Eqs. (2.17)—(2.18) one gets

• 2 0F-B)+2arot(H-D) = b,

D4(H-D)+2arotCF-B) - d.

In view of a definition of the functions B and D, [formulae (2.19)1-(2.19)2]5 we obtain from
Eq. (2.23) the following relations:

(2.24) D 2 *F+2arotH = 2arotD,
(2.25) D 4 H+2arotT = 2arotB.

After these preparations let us come back to Eqs. (2.5)-(2.6). The relation (2.5) now becomes

(2.26) u = grad U+rotV = grad (C/Ł-X)-ł- rot(W-B) = grad f/i+rotY+u*,

where
(2.27) u* = -(grad.4-frotB).

In a completely analogous way we shall derive the relation (2.6)

(2.28) w = gradT+rotS = grad(r t -C)+rot(H-D) = grad^+rotH+oi*.

where

(2.29) w* = - (grad C+rotD).
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Notice that performation of the divergence and rotations operations on the expressions
(2.27) and (2.29), respectively, gives

div u* = - V2A = 0, rot u* = V2B = 0,
(-2 '3°') divo>* = - V 2 C = 0, rotw* = V2D = 0.

From above relations it results that there exist such functions U2,T2, that

(2.31) u* = grad U2, V2£/2 = 0, o>* = gradT2 , V2T2 = 0.

Inserting last equations into Eqs. (2.26) and (2.28) we have

(2.32) u = grad (£/, + £/2)+rofF, w = grad (T^TJ+rotH.

We substitute these relations into the equations of motion (1.1) and (1.2). In this manner we
shall obtain the system of equations

grad(\3l(U1+U2))+wt(n2
x¥+2aiotH) = 0,

(2 33V

Taking into account the relations (2.16) and (2.31)2, together with (2.31)4, and considering
the system of Eqs. (2.24)-(2.25), we shall transform Eq. (2.33) to a form

(2 34^
^ ' ' grad(/52-grad(/5 (

2+4a)72-(-2arotrotB = 0.

But, if we notice that rotrotD = graddivD—V2D and relations divD = 0, V2D = 0 occur,
we shall obtain rotrotD = 0 and similarly rotrotB = 0.

Thus, the system of Eqs. (2.34), becomes

Integrating Eq. (2.35)! one gets

(2.36) U2 =

Since V2t/2 = 0, what results from Eq. (2.31)2, then

(2.37) V2^(x) = 0, V2y(x) = 0.

Integration of Eq. (2.35)2 leads to an ordinary differential equation

with a solution

(2.38) • T2 = tfi

where

S(t) =
o
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In virtue of Eq. (2.31)4 one can obtain

(2.39) V2<x(x) = 0, V2T(X) = 0.

Let us introduce now the new scalar functions 0 and 27, determined in a following way:

(2.40) O = tfj+tfj-aCO, Z = T1+T2-g(t).

By means of them the relations (2.32) may be written as

(2.41) u = grad #+ro t ¥ ' , o> = gradZ+rotH.

In this way we have obtained the sought representation of the vectors u and to by potential
part and solenoidal part, respectively. It is still necessary to demonstrate that the conditions

= 0, divH = 0 are satisfied.
From a definition of the function *F, we have

div(V-B).

Since divV = 0, divB = 0, then also div^ = 0. Analogically from formulae (2.22)2,
(2.5)2, (2.6)2 and (2.20)2 it results that divH = 0. It still remains to show that the functions
0, E, *F, H satisfy the wave equation (2.3).

Let us use first the Eq. (2.16)i, taking into account the relation (2.40)]. Here we have

(2.42) Di£A = 0 or ni(0~U2+a(t)) = 0.

In view of Eq. (2.36) one can write

Since V2jS = 0, V2y = 0, then it remains us the wave equation

(2.43) D ! * = 0.

To derive the wave Eq. (2.3), we start with Eq. (2.16)2

(2.44) 0 3 ^ = 0, or D 3 ( ^ - r 2 - ^ ( O ) = 0.

Taking into consideration (2.38), we have

= 0.

The second term in this equation, in virtue of Eq. (2.39), is equal to zero. Thus it remains
the required wave equation

(2.45)

It is still necessary to obtain the wave Eqs. (2.3)3, and (2.3)4- Let us introduce the notations

(2.46) M = D2
lI '+2arotH, N = D4H+2arotv£'.

Then from Eqs. (2.24)-(2.25) one obtains

(2.47) rotM = 0, rotN = 0,

because rotrotD = —V2D = 0 and rotrotB = — V2B = 0.
Performing on Eq. (2.46) the divergence operation we have

(2.48) divM = 0, divN = O.
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If divergence and rotation of a vector disappear in a considered region, then this vector is
identically equal to zero. In this manner we obtain the system of homogeneous equations,

(2.49) D 2 1'+2arotH = 0, D-fH-^arotT = 0,

whence, by elimination — of the quantities*F or H., we get the wave Eqs, (2.3)3 and (2.3)4.
This ends the proof of a theorem on the completeness of potentials 0, E, Y , H.

3. Theorem on the Completeness of Stress Functions

THEOREM. Let u(x, t) and w(x, t) be particular solutions of the system of equations
(1.1)-(1.2) in a region of space V for tx < t < t2. Then, there exist such vector functions
%, t], that displacements u and rotations o> are expressed by the following representation:

(3.1) u =

(3.2) w =

and functions C, Y) satisfy the wave equations

(3.3) £DiD4= -

(3.4) ^ D 2 n 3 r i = - D 2 Y + 2 a r o t X .

In a proof of the above theorem we start with the representation of the vectors u, to in a
form of solution

(3.5) u = grad0+rotY, divT = 0,

(3.6) w = gradT+rotH, divH = 0.

Substituting Eqs. (3.5)-(3.6) into the motion equations, Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2), and taking
into account

(3.7) Q = D2D4+4a2V2 = D i D 4 - V 2 r =

we obtain the following system of equations:

(3.8) grad(DiD4<Z>)+rot(jQW)+n4X j

(3.9) g rad(n 2 n 3 r )+rot(^H)+n2Y-2arotX = 0.

Let us apply Eqs. (3.3)-(3.4) and express the vectors Ę, Y] by their potential part and
solenoidal part

(3.10) % = grad^+rotX, divX = 0,

(3.11) Y) = gradcr+rotx, divx = 0.

Inserting Eq. (3.10) into Eq. (3.3), and Eq. (3.11) into Eq. (3.4), one gets the following
system of equations:

(3.12) grad(flDin4^)+rot(fln1D4X)+D4X-2arotY = 0,

(3.13) grad(i3D2n3a)+rot(i2n2D3X)+a2Y-2arotX = 0.
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A comparison of Eq. (3.8) with Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.9) with Eq. (3.13) leads to

(3.14) 0

(3.15) ^

Performing operation DilIU on Eq. (3.10), and taking into account Eq. (3.15),, we shall
find that
(3.16) •1Cl4Ę = grad(n 1 n4#)+rot x ł ' .

Elimination of the expression rotVF from Eqs. (3.16) and (3.5) leads to the relation

(3.17) u = grad0+n 1 D4C-gradDiD4^.

Taking into account Eq. (3.14)!, relation (3.7), and formula div£ = V2# resulting from
Eq. (3.10), we reduce Eq. (3.17) to the equation

(3.18) u = DiD4C-graddivrC,

we have obtained then the formula identical to that derived previously, Eq. (1.14). Per-
forming operation C^Da on Eq. (3.11), and taking into consideration formula (3.15)2,
one can obtain

(3.19)

Elimination rotH from Eqs. (3.19), and (3.6), and applying Eqs. (3.14)2 and (3.7)
together with relation diviq = V2a, leads to the representation

(3.20) w = DiDain—graddiv0»),

consistent with formula (1.15). In this way a theorem on the completeness of solutions,
when the stress functions £, rj are used, is proved. In an analogical way one can show
that there exist such vector functions tp, *\> that displacements u and rotations u> are deter-
mined by Eqs. (1.18)-(1.19), and functions <p, *\> satisfy the wave Eqs. (1.20).

4. Relations Between Potentials 0, 27, »F, H and Stress Functions <p and tjj

Let us consider the homogeneous wave Eq. (1.20) body forces and body couples are
disregarded):

(4.1) Ch^V = 0, D 3 ^ = 0.

A solution of the above equations in a view of T. BOGGIO theorem may be composed of
two parts

(4.2) q> =cp'+tp", 4> = d/+»J>".

Functions <p', <p", d/, J/' satisfy the following equations:

(4.3)

(4.4)
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Putting Eqs. (4.2) into Eqs. (1.18) and (1.19), and applying Eqs. (4.3)-(4.4), we obtain the
following representation:

(4.5) u = D

(4.6) to = a2D3^"-graddiv6>(t|>'+4>")-2arotDicp".

Using the well known relation
rotrotU = graddivU-V2U,

and taking into account relations (3.7), we shall reduce the representations (4.5) and (4.6)
to a form

(4.7) u = — graddivrcp'-2arotD3^",

(4.8) co = — grad divć>4»'-2a rota i«p".
Comparing the Stokes-Helmholtz representation (1.3), (1.4) with a representation (4.7),
(5.8), one obtains

(4.9) 0 = -div/V, * = -2aD34»",
(4.10) 27= -divć>q7, H = -2oO<p",

The above formulae are the sought relations between potentials 0, S, *F, H and stress
functions cp, <p.

It is necessary to check whether the relations (4.9)-(4.10) satisfy the wave Eqs. (2.3).
One can be easily convinced that it really occurs.

5. Stress Functions for Nonsymmetric Thermoelasticity

The basic differential equations of coupled thermoelasticity have a form [9]

(5.1) OzU+W+fi — a)graddivu+2arotio+X = vgradfl,

(5.2) Qtw + OS+y—e)graddivco+2arotu+Y = 0,

(5.3) D0-Mdivu= —^-, Z> = V 2--<9 r .

Here 0 = T—To is an increase of temperature, T denotes an absolute temperature and
To — a temperature of natural state in which the stresses and deformations are equal to
zero. Q is connected with an intensity of heat source, and quantities «, v, rj are material
constants. Equation (5.3) constitute an generalised equation of a heat conduction.

Here also, two main ways of separation of the system of Eqs. (5.1)—(5.3) may be distin-
guished. First way consist of the reduction of the Stokes-Helmholtz representation (1.3),
(1.4); a second manner is to introduce two vector functions <p, vj> and scalar functions &.

First method, with a decomposition of the vectors u and w according to formulae
(1.3)-(1.4) and body forces and body couples according to formulae

(5.4) X = P(grad77+rotA),

(5.5) Y=/(grad£'+rotP),
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leads to the system of the wave equations [9]:

(5.6) Ui^+elT^vd,

(5.7) U^+J3 = 0,

(5.8) D21'H-2arotH == 2a/rotP-£D4 A,

(5.9) D4H+2arotT = 2aerotA--./Q,P.

To these equations it is necessary to add a heat conduction equation, which, in virtue
of Eq. (1.3), will take a form:

(5.10) DO—.r]dtV
z0= -£-.

Let us notice, that Eqs. (5.6), (5.10) and (5.8)-(5.9) are mutually coupled.
Eliminating from Eqs. (5.6) and (5.10), first a temperature, and second time the

function 0, we have

(5.11) M&=-—Q-eDI7,

(5.12) - MB = -r)QdtV
2lT--aiQ,

where

Af= DiX>—vrjdtV
2.

The second way of procedure in a separation of the system of Eqs. (1.1)-(1.2) was presented
in a Sec. 1. Here, in a theory of thermoelasticity, this way will be generalized. Let us elimi-
nate from Eqs. (5.1)—(5.2), first—the displacements u, the second time—rotations co. As
a result we shall obtain

(5.13) i2u+graddiv.Tii+II]4(X—»>grade)-2arotY = 0,

(5.14) i2a)+graddiv0to + D4Y-2arotX = 0,

(5.15) D0-r)dtdrvu = — —.

All notations here are the same as in Sec. 1.
Let us notice the fact that in Eq. (5.14) a temperature does not appear. Let us eliminate

from Eqs. (5.13), (5.15) first the temperature 6, second time the displacements u. In this
way we obtain a new system of equations

(5.16) Dfiu+graddiviVu+JDn4X-2arot£)Y+—grad(Q4e) = 0,

(5.17) i3a)+graddiv0o}+D2Y-2arotX= 0,

(5.18) n 4 Me+»?5 r divD4X+-nin4G = 0, N = rD-
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Applying the same procedure as in Sec. 1, we shall assume the following representation
for displacements u and rotations co

(5.19) u

(5.20) co = OzOnri—graddiv <9r).

Inserting the above formulae into Eqs. (5.16), (15.17), one can obtain the following
differential equations: ,

v(5.21) DQn4MZ,+Dn4X-2ocrotDY-\ gradd^ = 0,

(5.22)

Here the relations were used

D Z D J - ^ V 2 , DQ+NW2 =

In Eqs. (5.21), (5.23) the differential operations on the body forces and body moments
figure what is an inconvenience when equations are solving.

Let us enrich the representation (5.19), (5.20) adding a rotational term and a gradient
of a certain scalar function T.

(5.23) u = \34M<p—graddivTVcp—

(5.24) ta — \j2D3^>—gra.ddiy0i\)—2<xrotMcp,

(5.25) 0 = »/#(divi3<p + n iT .

Inserting Eqs. (5.23)-(5.25) into the system of equations (5.16)-(5.18), one can obtain the
following wave equations:

(5.26) QMtp+X = 0,

(5.27)

(5.28) MT+Q = 0.

We have obtained the system of equations in which the body forces, body couples and
heat sources appear separately. Let us notice, that in an infinite, elastic space, the assump-
tion X = 0 with homogeneous initial conditions for cp, leads to a corolary that tp = 0
in a whole space. The same corolary concerns the function *\> with Y = 0 and x with 2 = 0.

Equations (5.26)-(5.28) are particularly usefull in a case of determining of the singular
solutions in an infinite, micropolar space. Without any difficulty we shall prove the fol-
lowing theorem:

THEOREM. Let the functions u(x,/), ix>(x,t)and temperature 0(x, f) be particular
solutions of Eqs. (5.1)-(5.3) in a region of space V for tx < t < t2. Then, there exist such
scalar functions <p, £ and vector functions *F, H, that displacements u(x, t) and rotations
to(x, f) may be expressed by relations

(5.29) u = grad0+rot¥ , divT = 0,

(5.30) w = gradi;+rotH ) divH = 0.
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Functions 0, E, *F, H should satisfy the wave equations

(5.31) U\$ = v6,

The proof of this theorem is a small modification of the proof presented in a Sec. 2.
Namely, the formula (2.9)t will take now a form

what leads to a modification of Eq. (2.16). Thus we have

In order to check whether the function 0 satisfies the wave Eq. (5.31),, we start with a
formula

QiCA =vO, or Di(<P-l

whence we obtain immediately the wave Eq. (5.31)t.
Much more complicated is a proof of a theorem on the completeness of the stress-

functions \, t\. This theorem has a following form.
THEOREM. Let u(x, t) and w(x, t) be particular solutions of Eqs. (5.1)—(5.3) in a region

of space V for tx < t < t2. Then, there exist such vector functions %, r\, that displacements
u and rotations to are determined by representations

u = MQA—graddivNE,
(5.32)

I—graddiv6>7),

and functions C, YJ satisfy the wave equation

(5.33)
QUD = 2arotX-D 2Y.

In a proof of this theorem we start with a representation of displacements u and rota-
tions to by potentials 0,1,T, H according to formulae (1.3)-(1.4). Putting Eqs. (1.3)-(1.4)
into Eqs. (5.16)—(5.17) and taking into account Eq. (5.28), we have

grad[MD4(^-vT)]+rot(Z)i3T)+JDn4X-2arotZ)Y = 0,
(5.34)

gaddlbCh r)+rot(I3H)+D 2Y-2arotX = 0.

Let us express the vectors %, YJ by their potential and solenoidal parts, respectively,

E = grad-5+rotX, divX = 0,
(5.35)

Y] = gradtr+rot^, div^ = 0.

Inserting Eq. (5.35) into Eqs. (5.21)-(5.22), we obtain

= 0,

Comparison of Eqs. (5.34) and (5.36) gives

(5.37)
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Let us perform the operation MCU on the function % from the formula (5.35), and apply
the relation (5.37)3. As a result, we shall obtain the relation

(5.38) U*Ml = grad(D4M#)+rot¥.

Eliminating the function *F from Eqs. (1.3) and (5.38), and taking into account relations

0 = 1

we obtain

(5.39)

Analogically, performing the operation mbCh on the function Y], and using formulae
(5.37)2, (5.37)4, (1.4) together with relation divrj = V2o, one gets

(5.40) to = D2D4TI—graddiv0Yi.

In this way we have obtained the representations (5.19)-(5.20); thus a proof of the
completeness for the stress functions %, r\ is termined. In a completely analogous way one
can demonstrate the completeness of the stress functions cp, î i, r on the basis of representa-
tions (5.23)-(5.25).

6. Relations Between Potentials and Stress Functions in Problems of Thermoelasticity

Let us consider the homogeneous equations of thermoelasticity (5.26)-(5.28).

(6.1) M £ c p = 0 , n3^4> = 0, MT = 0.

A solution of these equations may he presented on a basis of T. BOGGIO theorem [8]
in a form

(6.2) cp = 9 ' + 9 " ,

where "primed" functions satisfy the equation

Mep' = 0,
(6.3) T 1

•s»li' = 0,

Substituting Eq. (6.3) into Eqs. (5.23)-(5.25), we obtain

u = n*M<p"—graddiviV(<p'+cp")—2arotm

(6.4) w = n2D3*J>"-graddiv0(d>'+iJ>")-2arotAfcp",

6 = ^d ivf icp '+DiT.
Using formula (3.7) and equations

(UAM-NV1)*?" = DQ<p" = 0, (DiDs-V2©)^" s=Qty' = 0,

rotrotU = graddivU~V2U,

we shall present the relations (6.4) in a form

u = —grad[div(A^cp')—ł-T]-rot[rot(Afcp")+2an3J>"],(6.5)
to = — graddiv<9*J/—rot[rot(04i")+2aAfcp"].
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By comparison of the above relations with representation (1.3)-(1.4), we obtain the
following relations between potentials 0, E, *F, H and stress functions cp, <J>, T:

2 = -div(0O/), H = rot(<9«J>") -2aM<p".

It remains to check whether the functions 0, E, *¥, H, expressed by the functions <p, \\>, r,
satisfy the homogeneous wave equations (5.6)-(5.7) and relation

(6.7)

which is obtained from homogeneous Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9).
Let us perform an operation • , on Eq. (6.6)j. Then

Taking into account Eq. (5.25), we obtain

• j<p = -div
Since

(niN+r)8tQ)<p' = Af<p' = 0,

then the homogeneous wave equation

(6.8) • 1 0 = = r 0

will be satisfied.
The remaining equations are also satisfied in virtue of Eq. (6.3). Hence, we have by turn

(6.9) Q'V = - r o t ( M 3 t p " ) - 2 a n 3 ^ " = 0,

QU = - r o t (©£*]>")—2aMG<p" = 0.

We have considered here the coupled equations of thermoelasticity. A significant
approximation we shall obtain within a frame of so named theory of thermal stresses, in
which a term »j<9,divu — coupling a heat conduction equation with equations of motion.
In this case a temperature is determined from parabolic equation and as a known function
is introduced to Eq. (1.1).

In this way a thermoelastic problem is reduced to the elastic one. Instead of the body
forces X it is necessary to apply the reduced body forces X* = X—vgradQ.
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S t r e s z c z e n i e

O ZUPEŁNOŚCI POTENCJAŁÓW W MIKROPOLARNEJ SPRĘŻYSTOŚCI

W pracy wyprowadzono funkcje naprężeń (jako uogólnienie funkcji Galerkina) dla zagadnień elasto-
kinetyki i termosprężystości w ośrodku sprężystym mikropolarnym. Podano dowody twierdzeń o zupełności

- dla potencjałów oraz dla funkcji naprężeń. Wreszcie podano zależności między potencjałami a funkcjami
naprężeń.

P e 3 io M e

O nOJIHOTE IIOTEHUHAJIOB B MHKPOnOJIHPHOfł YIIPyrOCTH

B pa6oTe BŁIBO^HTCH dpymanm HairpHMceHHH ( B Ka^ecrae (byHKUHH TanepKHHa) ^IIH 3afla*i ynpy-
roKHHeTHKH H TepiwoynpyrocTH B ynpyroMHKponojwpHOH cpejje. JJaioTCH floKa3aTenbCTBa TeopeM
o noJiHOTe fljijt noTeHunasoB a. «JIH dpyimmift Hanpji>KeHHH. KpoMe Toro, flaioTCH 33BHCHMOCTH Men<fly

H (JjyHKî aaMH Hanpa>KeHHH.
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